
 

 

Dance Floor at the End of Time 

Songs for a Regenerative Earth 
Terry Hermsen  

• A set of 18 interlocking songs celebrating love, creatureliness and the earth, while 
recognizing the plight we’re in and imagining regenerative worlds that may arise 
out of crisis. Donations accepted for a tree-planting campaign in central Ohio. 

• Terry Hermsen is a poet, activist and songwriter dedicated to bringing the 
attention of art to transformative change in how we treat the planet and each 
other. Art is only part of the process—but these songs were written to foster a 
sense of hope and a spur to climate action. 

 
 



 
Biographical Information: 
Terry Hermsen is a poet from Ohio, who has published four books of poems, all 
with Bottom Dog Press, under the editorship of Larry Smith: 36 Spokes: The 
Bicycle Poems (1985), Child Aloft in Ohio Theatre (1995), The River’s Daughter 
(2009—co-recipient of the Ohio Poet of the Year Award), and A House for Last 
Year’s Summer (2017). He conducted over 50 poetry residencies for the Ohio Art 
Council’s Artists in the Schools program, from 1979 – 2003, and has since taught 
poetry, art criticism and environmental literature at Otterbein University in 
Westerville, Ohio. He was part of Reading The Earth: The Language of Nature 
workshops at Cuyahoga Valley Environmental Education Center from 1999 – 
2012 and has translated two books of Christian Formoso, a contemporary 
Chilean poet: The Most Beautiful Cemetery in Chile (2015)and bellezamericana. 
(2021). Since 2017, he has concentrated his efforts on organizing climate change 
projects in central Ohio via ROAR (Regional Ohio Action for Resilience), which 
seeks to build cooperative bridges between area colleges, cities and citizenry to 
reduce our carbon footprint and build more supportive, ecologically-aware 
communities as a part of bioregional regeneration and connection. 

Information about the album, “Dance Floor at the End of Time”: 
This is Terry Hermsen’s first album of original songs, which he began writing in 
2018. Driven by his compassion for the planet, they attempt to convey the 
urgency of our climate crisis—so accurately forecast by scientists decades ago 
and emerging faster than we ever imagined—along with the hope for change. 
While he is dedicated to local action to reduce carbon emissions and shift our 
culture toward more sustainable, just and engaged living, he has written these 
songs in the spirit of love and compassion, knowing that we’ll need music and 
all the arts to fuel the future. He likes to quote Paolo Lugari, founder of the 
Columbian sustainable living experiment Las Gaviotas: “We are not confronting 
an energy crisis, but one of imagination and enthusiasm.”  

Let’s recommit ourselves to the joyful, deep work of transforming worlds. 

 

 

 

 

 



I Ain’t Got No Home  
 
I ain't got no home, I'm just a-roamin' 'round, 
Just a wandrin' worker, I go from town to town. 
And the police make it hard wherever I may go 
And I ain't got no home in this world anymore. 
 
Was a-farmin' on the shares, and always I was poor; 
My crops I lay into the banker's store. 
My wife took down and died upon the cabin floor, 
And I ain't got no home in this world anymore. 
 
My brothers and my sisters are stranded on this road, 
A hot and dusty road that a million feet have trod; 
Rich man took my home and drove me from my door 
And I ain't got no home in this world anymore. 
 
Now as I look around, it's mighty plain to see 
This world is such a great and a funny place to be; 
Oh, the gamblin' man is rich an' the workin' man is poor, 
And I ain't got no home in this world anymore. 
 
                             -Woody Guthrie 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 



100 acre Prairie – Granville Schools, Ohio 

 

 



 

GOODBYE TO THE YEARS 
We live our lives in a spiral 
That begins and ends in a year 
And still we exclaim, “Is it always the same? 
Will a FUTURE ever appear?” 
(Will a true future ever appear?) 
 
Goodbye to a year that was frozen 
In habits forever engrained 
With the tyrants enclosed in their stock market castles 
With silk-puckered gowns & brocade 

 
While the hospitals fill 
With the fevered 
While their families look on in vain 
As their loved ones lie dying 
In fierce isolation  

Unheard and untouched and unnamed 

 
Goodbye to the children in cages 
Mad rulers who bluster and rage 
Hello to the unions of lovers and leapers 
The she’s and the he’s and they’s 
 
CHORUS 
And we’ll be singing 
A new beginning 
And we’ll be living 
The earth’s own song 

 
We’ll be her friend 
Not her extractors 
Be her servants 
Seeking to mend 
 

 

There’s a school that surrounded by gardens 
A prairie and two thousand trees 

That they planted themselves in the dirt that they’ve 
held 
Like the frogs that slip into the stream 
And they’ll watch it unfold as they come to know 
What it means to be humble and green 
What it means to be humble and green 
  
 Goodbye to the murder of black men 
As they stand or they walk or they speak 
The knee on the neck, the shots in the back 
No questions, no pause, no relief 
No questions, no pause, no release 
 
Hello to the wonder of 

Knowing each other 
Our music, our histories revealed 

Our voices and yearnings 
Our failures and turnings 
Give us grace to recover ourselves 
Give us grace to discover ourselves 
 
CHORUS 

 
And thus we’ll envision 
We’ll sit up and listen 
To the facts we’ve evaded so long 
Goodbye to the blindness 

Hello to the kindness 
We’ve left buried deep 
We’ve forgotten to speak 
With our hearts and our quivering tongues 
With our hearts and our opening tongues 
 



 

At the edge of the sky there’s a window 
Where the faces of others arise 
Through the mist of a jungle 
The breath of a tunnel 
And a village still rich and alive 
 
The children leap into the river 
They lift up their faces and shiver 
Haul sunfish in hands for their dinner 
And laugh the world back with their eyes 
And laugh the world back with their lives 

 ** 
Epilogue: 
We live our lives in a spiral 
That begins and ends in a year 

And still we exclaim, “Is it always the same? 
Will a FUTURE ever appear?” 
(Will a true future ever appear?) 
 

 

 

Arawete children along the Amazon River in Brazil 

 

 

 

 

 



LEAN INTO THE EARTH 
CHORUS ONE: Every year the rivers rise 
Like this river, like any river    [repeat] 
 
This is what she said to me 

If we want to break the spell 

Find a certain place to love 

Dig in deep and pull like hell 

 

CHORUS TWO: Lean into the earth, the pulse of 
the earth // The breath of the earth, let it come again     
[repeat] 
 

How to raise a buried stream?  
 

How to build a city farm? 

Shadows of our broken prayers – 

Strength within our risen arms 

 

CHORUS ONE 

 

Fracking castles fracture us 

Plastic oceans clog the seas 

Corporations warp our eyes 

Oil drums leak through our dreams 

 

CHORUS TWO 

 

Bird and beast and listening trees 

Gather all your spirits round 

Weave yourselves around the lies 

We can tear this monster down 

 

CHORUS ONE 

First verse repeats – slowly 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Hi Terry, 

 

I’ve always been invested in structures and scaffolding 

bigger than me – seeking out ways that planets and 

planes align. It seemed to me natural that the way to 

preserve this planet and all its achingly delicate 

connecting architecture is through a gesture or a poem 

equally vast and commanding. But now that the world 

has never felt bigger or more remote, untethered, 

spooling at all edges, I don’t want to make something 

so wide; I’m not interested in contributing to the 

collective heaviness. […] You’ve taught me to act small 

and right where I am. I know it can’t be one tree or 

one pipeline at a time, but maybe we each wrap 

ourselves around one part and pull.  

There are 400 trees for every human being  

But that ratio narrows every day 

Let’s start spooling the other way. 

 

Amelia 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Big Bluestem – a prairie grass –  
Can grow 8 feet tall – once covered 
much of the Midwest of the U.S. 

This is a suminigashi print made from 
recording Big Bluestem seeds – and then 
playing that sound so that it makes a motion 
of ink on top of water… and printing 

 
PRAIRIE SONGS 
Prairie Song, 1: Questions for Bluestem 
Bluestem do you know where I am 

    Swaying so tall over my head 

 If you were to find me 

 Would you recognize me 

Bluestem do you know where I am 

 

Bluestem do you know what I need 

     Shaking silence out of your seeds 

 If they ever find me 

            What would they remind me 

Bluestem do you know what I need 

 

Bluestem hover over this field 

      Could you bless this ground where I kneel 

  Spines that bend and quiver 

 Widen like a river 

Bluestem hover over this field 

 

 



 

FRACKING CHANT 
  

Fracking wells, fracking wells 

How much water do they use? 

Fracking wells, fracking wells, 

How much water do they use? 

 

5.7 million gallons 

For every fracking well 

5.7 million gallons 

For every fracking well 

 

Fracking wells, fracking wells 

How much water do they use? 

Fracking wells, fracking wells 

How much water do they use? 

 

 6 billion gallons a year  

 In Colorado alone 

 6 billion gallons a year 

 In Colorado alone 

 

And how much of that water 

Turns toxic, turns toxic? 

How much of that water 

Turns toxic, turns toxic? 

 

 10.5 billion gallons 

 Of toxic waste water every day 

 10.5 billion gallons 

 Of toxic waste water every day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DEMETER AT ELEUSIS  (a 
sequence)  
She returned for her lost temple 

She ached for her stolen child 

She entered, they gave her shelter 

In her hand, the blue dawn smiled 

 

Chorus: For she brought god and 

danger 

Ember dance in blaze of grain 

Shrouded woman, thief of wonder 

Thought to have her child again 

 

Let me place you near the fire 

Waken what you’ve always known 

Take away the smoke and shield 

Make you blaze beyond your bones 

 

The other woman woke to find her 

Pulled her child from the hearth 

Broke the gift, the haughty blessing 

From the Goddess of the Earth 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

In 2007, the Oxford Junior English Dictionary 
cut 40 nature-based words, to make room for 
internet words like “attachment,” “hypertext,” 
and “file,” etc. 
 
Among the words cut: 

Acorn              Willow           Bluebird 
 
     Kingfisher                Fern 
 
This spawned a world-wide movement to bring back 
those words… and aid the species being lost (many 
species per day) 

 



 

BORROWED LOVE SONGS   
love is more thicker than forget     

 -e.e. cummings 

 

love is more thicker than forget 

more thinner than recall 

more seldom than a wave is wet 

more frequent than to fail 

 

it is most mad and moonly 

and less it can unbe 

than all the sea which only 

is deeper than the sea 

 

love is less always than to win 

less never than alive 

less bigger than the least begin 

less littler than forgive 

 

it is most sane and sunly 

and more it cannot die 

than all the sky which only 

is higher than the sky                                

 

 
 

e.e. cummings (U.S. poet, 1894 – 1962) 

 
 

DANCE FLOOR AT THE END OF TIME 
 
Here we stand at the edge of time (end of time, 

edge of time) 

Place your trembling hand in mine … hold on now 

 

Down below the rulers writhe, shake their fists and 

blind our eyes 

How many thousand million years brought us 

here? 

 
VERSE ONE: 

Microbes from the broiling seas 

Ride the coasts in murky green 

Flowers, nectar, warbling tongues 

Explode in forests, feed the young 

 

CHORUS 

Here we stand at the end of time (edge of time, 

end of time) 

Place your trembling hand in mine … hold on now 

 
 

 
 

VERSE TWO: 

Creatures tumbling to survive 

Roots & vines & insect eyes 

Cheetah, tortoise, whale, frog 

Salamanders under logs 

CHORUS – Possible chorus change: 

Here we stand at the edge of time (end of time, edge of 

time) 

Place your trembling hand in mine … mine in yours  

& yours in mine 

 

VERSE THREE 

Spiders in their midnight dens 

Owls who ponder quivering stems 

These are us & we are them 

Must we see it end? 

 

CHORUS 

Here we stand and face the moon, watching from her 

perch  

What will it take to turn around, grasp the hand of earth? 

 

Friends around the world arise, clasp the hand of earth… 

 



 

 

Published in the 1950s, this book traces the “immense journey” of evolution… and 

in an chapter called “How Flowers Changed the World” shows how the SEEDS of 

flowers… with all their energy within… made it possible for mammals, birds, 

insects and even humans to spread across the world.  


